OVERVIEW: The High Speed Forensic workstation for processing all types of digital forensic information. The ACE® FORCE™X Series is among the world’s fastest Single processor based CPU Forensic workstations and are known worldwide for their technical excellence, speed and reliability. They are the first and only forensic workstations to carry an unprecedented **5 Year Worldwide warranty** on the full workstation including third party parts like the expensive forensic hardware. We also have choices of multiple Forensic bridges from either Opentext®/Tableau, Logicube® or CRU®/Wiebetech. The FORCE™X can have up to 10 RAID Drive Bays as well as a full compliment of Forensic hardware and runs silently due to the premium internal components. Already in use on 3 continents, we look forward to working with your needs.

- FORensic Client Examiner - Specialized Workstations for Electronic Discovery/Data acquisition
- Configured for the Forensic investigator and Law Enforcement agencies
- Multiple Write-Blocked Tray/Trayless docks for suspect drive imaging
- Exclusive Extendable Imaging Cooling tray with **integrated USB hub and optional Smartcard reader**
- System is designed for maximum I/O throughput and fastest data imaging speed
- Write-Protection Data Bridge allows safe imaging of SAS/Firewire/SATA/IDE/PCI-E and Flash Media
- Intel® 9th Gen Core® i9/i7 or AMD® Ryzen® Threadripper™ up to 32 Cores
- Choice of internal data drive setup or internal RAID configuration
- All major forensic software packages are available through ACE
- Built in Gigabit LAN and Wireless LAN (Wireless is removable if desired)
- Anti-Vibration and Acoustically Dampened - low noise output
- TAA COMPLIANT - GSA Schedule 70 - SEWP V - NASPO Valuepoint Contracts supported